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Architecture, Awards, Buildings, Ofﬁces

Maren Dannien and Matthias Roller convert a neoclassic residential and
commercial building into an identity-defining architecture office that
acts as a bridge between the past and the present
Global Design News · November 2, 2022 · 2 minute read

Tübingen, Germany

D

annien Roller Architekten + Partner’s Residential + Commercial Building Conversion With a SingleStorey Extension in Tübingen’s historic center is a successful example of architecture integrating
into historical context while retaining its own autonomy of style.



A transparent windowed façade leads into the architecture practice’s reception area with interlaced apertures
through open timber frames offering glimpses of different levels in the open ofﬁce landscape.

Created by lowering the old building’s floor slab, the mezzanine houses technical installations and bathrooms.

The new building, where the library and ofﬁces are located, impresses with its bare masonry aesthetic.

For its harmonious design, the project has recently been awarded a 2022 International Architecture Awards
Honorable Mention by The Chicago Athenaeum: Museum of Architecture and Design and The European Centre
for Architecture Art Design and Urban Studies.

Wall surfaces in the old building feature unﬁnished, solid-colored plaster.

Color accents such as the brass railings, silver curtains, and the neon yellow kitchen counter are used to
powerful effect.

The angled new building contrasts with the rear of the old building with its modern architecture language, yet
forms a natural, integral part of the existing topography.

The open inner courtyard emulates a typical element of the Tübingen urban structure.

Unﬁnished plaster in restrained colors matches the natural stone walls in the surrounding area.

The green roofscape and tiers contrast with the sculptural building structure, respectfully embedded into a
terraced slope along the Schulberg.

Project: Residential + Commercial Building Conversion With a Single- Storey Extension Architects: Dannien
Roller Architekten + Partner GmbB
Lead Architects: Maren Dannien and Matthias Roller
General Contractor: Dannien Roller Architekten + Partner PartGmbB
Client: Dannien Roller Architekten + Partner PartGmbB
Photographers: Dietmar Strauß

https://www.internationalarchitectureawards.com
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Wang Yong presents a distortion in time and space for
this tiny 30sqm Beijing retail shop in a dazzling way

Liisi Beckmann’s historic 1960s pop icon Karelia chair is
put back into production by Zanotta—still a symbol of
freedom, dynamic, and engaging sensation
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Odile Decq’s stunning new ‘Maison de Verre’
in Brittany redefines domestic architecture
with robust zest, fortitude, and a calming
interior with a science fiction approach

Stefan Bielefeld of SSP AG designs a machine
hall for a German university that is a pictorial
expression of the work of the institute WZL
Global Design News · November 11, 2022
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Frederik Alexander Werner
and Karimoku creatively
produce a soft, poetic, and
sustainable furniture
collection specifically
designed for Norman Foster’s
new Martha’s Vineyard
House
November 11, 2022

Odile Decq’s stunning new
‘Maison de Verre’ in Brittany
redefines domestic
architecture with robust zest,
fortitude, and a calming
interior with a science fiction
approach
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Stefan Bielefeld of SSP AG
designs a machine hall for a
German university that is a
pictorial expression of the
work of the institute WZL
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Architect Marcelo Alvarenga
of Play Arquitetur gives a
touch of sophistication and
timelessness to this
bathroom line for DOCOL
November 11, 2022
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